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On 17 October, UK and EU negotiators agreed to make changes to the withdrawal agreement
made under former prime minister Theresa May, removing the 'backstop' which allowed the UK
to remain in the EU customs union as a solution to the Northern Irish border issue (Table 1).
On 22 October, there was another significant shift when the House of Commons approved the
outline of the Withdrawal Agreement Bill (WAB, the bill to implement the revised withdrawal
agreement in the UK) by 329 votes to 299, moving it on to the committee stage. Following
these developments, the EU decided to approve the UK's existing request to extend the Brexit
deadline until January 2020.
This is progress: it is the first time the outline of a withdrawal agreement has passed through
the House of Commons. However, there are some who take a dim view of the revised
withdrawal agreement due to the fact that it requires the introduction of custom checks
between Northern Ireland and mainland Britain. This includes the Conservative Party's
erstwhile allies the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), who place a great deal of importance on
the integrity of the union between Northern Ireland, and voted against the outline of the WAB
on 22 October. The formal process for reviewing and discussing the WAB remains fluid.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson had publicly promised that he would deliver Brexit by 31 October,
but was forced to extend the Brexit deadline after MPs decided to withhold support for his
revised Brexit deal until the WAB passed through the commons and his condensed timetable
for parliament to scrutinise the bill was rejected. The prime minister then proposed holding an
election on 12 December with a view to changing the parliamentary arithmetic to firm up his
position in future discussions and votes on WAB. Once the possibility of a 31 October 'no-deal'
Brexit was eliminated, the opposition Labour party consented to a 12 December election in
order to avoid discussions on WAB progressing at a pace set by the Conservatives.
The opposition party have made various claims on Brexit (Table 2), and are set to pledge to
hold a second referendum in their manifesto. Based on current polling, a Conservative victory
seems probable. If the Conservatives are able to secure a majority, the UK is likely to exit the
EU with a deal.
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Table 2: Major UK Party Positions on Brexit

Table 1: Key points of Johnson's Withdrawal Agreement
Topic
Backstop

Northern Ireland will exit the EU customs union in 2021 and remain in a
customs union with the rest of the UK

Party
Conservative

EU customs duties will apply to goods which flow from the UK
mainland to the EU market on the island of Ireland

Border issues

Digitise and simplify customs arrangements, avoid setting up customs
infrastructure on the island of Ireland by collecting customs from
mainland Britain and Northern Ireland on behalf of the EU

Source: EU, various news sources, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office

Can't support' Johnson's withdrawal agreement from the
point of view of the integrity of the union between Northern
Ireland and UK.
The party has pro-leave and pro-remain factions
Plan to include pledge for second referendum in their
manifesto
Plan to set Brexit strategy as a party after general election

Liberal
Democrat

Support Remain
Want to cancel Brexit, would support a second referendum

Support Remain
Scottish
National Party Support a second referendum to avoid Brexit
No
seats

Need to confirm continued application of EU rules every 4 years after
Application
the end of the transition period by majority in the Northern Irish
period
Assembly

Labour
Opposition

No physical infrastructure to be introduced at the Northern Irish Border
with customs checks to take place away from the border (for example
at business' headquarters)

Support Brexit
DUP

Customs
With the approval of the Northern Irish Assembly, Northern Ireland will
union/ single follow EU rules on agricultural and manufactured products, and VAT
market
application (= remaining in the single market)

Position
Party has hard Brexit and soft Brexit supporting factions, but
on the whole supports Brexit
Aim to approve Johnson's withdrawal agreement and WAB

Ruling

Key point
Removes the 'backstop' which specified that unless a permanent
solution is found by the end of the transitional period (end of 2020),the
UK would remain in the EU customs union and Northern Ireland would
remain subject to the rules of the single market

Brexit party

Support leaving the EU as soon as possible
Strongly support 'no-deal' Brexit

Source: Various news sources, MUFG Bank Economic Research Office
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